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A. PROBLEM ITEM STATUSES AND DEFINITIONS 

 

LOST STATUSES   

Lost 

 Automatic status change.  

o Items are automatically changed to a Lost status after being overdue for 29 days. 

Replacement price is automatically applied. 

 Manual status change.  

o Use when patron reports losing item before system automatically converts long overdue 

item to lost. 

 

Long Overdue. DO NOT USE. 

 

Trace 

 Manual status change only.  

o Use when item is not found in library and is not checked out to a patron. 

 

Missing 

 Manual status change only.  

o Some libraries choose to assign this status after an item has been set to Trace for a 

period of time and they want to remove the item from the Trace reports. 

CLAIMS RETURNED STATUS 

 Manual status change only, from the patrons Lost Items list. 

o Item status must be changed to Lost first in order to change the status to Claims 

Returned. 

 Claims Returned is a Payment status, not an item status. 

 

CUSTOM ITEM STATUSES   

All Custom Item statuses are Manual status change only. 

AV Repair 

 Used when Owning library has removed the AV item from circulation to be repaired.  

 

Defect Reported 

 Use when patron and/or staff report problem with condition of the item or ability to use the 

item. 

 

Display 

 Used when items are used in a display and you do not want them to appear on your Holds 

Queue report. 
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Lost in Transit 

 Used when item owned by your library has been “in Transit” from one location to another for a 

long time. Process these items using the Long in Transit report. Different libraries set their items 

to Lost in Transit based on their local library policies. 

 

Mending 

 Used when Owning library has removed the item from circulation to be mended. 

 

Missing Inventory 

 Used by libraries to indicate these items were not found during an inventory. 

 

Part Missing 

 Used by owning library to indicate that a part is missing from the item.  

 

DAMAGED STATUS  

 Manual status change.   

 Applied only by owning library when item is returned/reported damaged by patron and/or staff. 

 

WITHDRAWN STATUS 

 Manual status change. 

 Only applied by owning library when the item chosen by the owning library to be withdrawn 

from their collection.  

 Do NOT use this as a temporary status when you are considering whether to remove an item 

from your collection. Any items with this status, which is not also checked out to a patron 

record, will be purged at the end of each month during the “Batch deletion of Withdrawn items” 

process. 

 

B. LOST STATUSES AND WORKFLOWS 

 

LOST STATUS 

Overview: If an item has the status of "Lost” and the item is connected to a patron record, it means the 

item has become "misplaced" while checked out to that patron. The patron is responsible for payment 

or replacement of the lost item, unless the owning library chooses to waive that responsibility. The 

charge for a lost item remains linked to the patron record until the problem is resolved, even if the item 

is marked Withdrawn and/or deleted. 

 

Whether set manually or automatically, once an item becomes “Lost,” the following actions occur: 

 the item is removed from the list of items checked out by the patron,  and 
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 the item is added to the patron’s list of Lost items, and 

 the patron is credited any estimated/accrued overdue charges, and 

 the patron is charged the replacement price for the item. 

 

The lost item remains in the patron’s Lost Item list until one of the following occurs: 

 The item is found and checked in. 

 The owning library waives the lost charge and staff manually deletes the item entry from the 

Lost Item list.   

 The owning library removes the entry from the patron’s Lost Items list because the patron is not 

eligible for a refund.  DO NOT delete the entry from the patron’s Lost Item list until or unless 

your local library policy determines the patron is not eligible or is no longer eligible for a Refund  

 

Overdue items can become Lost in two ways: 

 Automatically - Overdue items automatically convert to Lost after 29 days overdue. 

 Manually - Staff manually change the status of an item to Lost as needed.  

 

To manually change an item status to Lost:  

 Go to the patron’s list of checked out items, click on the item barcode to get to the Item Detail 

screen. 

 Find the Lost Status field. 

 Using the pull-down, change the status to Lost. 

 You will see a pop-up titled “Are you sure?” that states “Patron will be charged for lost item. 

Continue?”  Click Yes. 

 The item will be moved from the patron’s list of Checked Out items to the patron’s list of Lost 

Items. 

 

TRACE STATUS AND WORKFLOW 

Trace is a Lost status assigned to an item that has been misplaced, but was NOT checked out to a patron 

at the time. 

 

Items can be manually changed to Trace by: 

 Selecting the Trace option in the Action column of the Holds Queue report, or 

 Changing the item’s “Lost Status” to Trace in the item record. Use this method when the item 

cannot be found in library, is not on the Holds Queue report, and is not checked out to a patron. 

 

A generic Trace report workflow is posted on the ILS Support Report webpage to help libraries create 

their own workflow. 

 

MISSING STATUS AND WORKFLOW 

Missing is a Lost status assigned by some libraries when an item has been marked Trace for a period of 

time, searched for repeatedly and still remains missing. Libraries can apply this status to an items that 
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has been misplaced, but was NOT checked out to a patron at the time. This status is only applied by the 

owning library.  

 

Items can be manually changed to Missing by: 

 Changing the item’s “Lost Status” to Trace in the item record. Use this method when the item 

cannot be found in library, is not on the Holds Queue report, and is not checked out to a patron. 

 

 

LONG OVERDUE STATUS – DO NOT apply the Long Overdue status. 

 

LOST ITEMS AT CHECK IN 

 

If an item with the status of Lost is checked in, the “Item Not Checked In” pop-up will display: 

 
 

 

The system does not explain what kind of lost item was just checked in so you will have to: 

 Note the patron name or barcode, or open a new tab by right clicking the patron name. 

 Make sure the “Remove the item from patron’s account?” checkbox is checked and the “Refund 

Lost Item charges (if any) message displays in the pull-down menu.  Do not change the pull-

down menu message. 

 Go back to the patron record /Account screen, refresh page, to see if the patron paid for the 

tem. If the patron has paid for the item, it is the responsibility of the check-in library to fill out a 

yellow “Lost and Paid Refund” form and send it to the owning library. Refer to Section VII Fines 

and Financial Transactions, Part J. Refunds for more information 

 

If the item is also trapped to fill a hold at your library, at another library or if it is being sent to its owning 

library, a second pop-up will display on the screen.  You will only need to confirm the Hold Found pop-

ups. 
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C. CLAIMS RETURNED STATUS AND WORKFLOW  

 

Overview: A patron may claim that they have already returned an item that is still listed as checked out 

to them, or is on their record as a lost item. 

 

SCLS ILS policy is that any library that receives a report of "claims returned" by a patron will assign the 

status of "Claims Returned" to the item, regardless of who owns the item, if the patron has not 

exceeded 3 claimed returned status changes in the last 12 months. 

 

Once any patron has reached the limit, no library should allow another Lost item to be changed to 

Claims Returned. 

 Check for current Claims Returned items in the patron’s Lost Items list 

 Check for resolved Claims Returned items in the patron’s Fee History / Payment column. 

 

Claims Returned workflow 

1. If a patron claims that they returned an item still listed as checked out to them or in their list of 

Lost items, first CHECK THE SHELVES AT YOUR LIBRARY. If you don’t find the item, fill out the 

form then modify the Lost item on the patron record. 

 

2. The library initiating the Claimed Returned process must complete the SCLS ILS Notice of Claims 

Returned form (blue) and route it to the next appropriate library, with the OWNING library 

listed LAST.  Follow steps on form, filling out COMPLETELY. 

 

3. The initiating library who talks to the patron making the claim has the responsibility to obtain as 

much information as possible from the patron. Each situation is unique, and the information on 

the form should explain all pertinent details of the patron’s claim. 

 

4. Authorized staff should check the patron’s Account screen for a count of Claimed Returned 

items, and: 

 

5. If the patron already "Claims Returned" 3 or more items in the past 12 months, mark the box 

that says "Search Only. The item will be searched, but will remain on the patron’s record as 

"checked out" or "Lost". 

 

6. If the total of Claims Returned items is less than 3 in the past 12 months, mark box “Item 

marked Claims Returned in item record” change the status and mark that on the form. 

 

7. Fill out the rest of the CLAIMS RETURNED form 
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 On the top line on the right, enter the date the claim was initiated. 

 On the next two lines, enter your library’s code and your initials. 

 Complete the patron information. 

 Circle the appropriate item barcode prefix and write in the rest of the item barcode.  

 Search for the item in the database and record the rest of the information on the form from the 

Item Details page. 

 Fill in the Comments section: record where and when the patron claims to have returned the 

items, other locations where the item may have been returned. 

 In the SEARCH/ROUTE section of the form, list the codes of all the libraries involved, with the 

OWNING LIBRARY listed LAST. There may be more than one library where the patron thought 

they returned the item; list them all. 

 Route the notice form to the next library involved, in this order: 

o Where the item was claimed to have been returned. 

o Where the item was checked out. 
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o The owning library. 

 

Converting the item status to Claims Returned. 

  

NOTE: An item must have the status of “Lost” and be present on the patron’s Lost Item list before it can 

be marked Claims Returned. 

 

If the item is still in the patron’s list of Checked Out items: 

 Click on the item barcode to get to the item detail screen.   Find the Lost status field. 

 Using the pull-down, change the status to Lost. 

 Click the “Set status” button to the right of the field. 

 Click on Patron’s Name. 

 You will be taken directly to the patron’s Lost Items list. 

 In the Status column, click the “Make Claims Returned” button.. 

 

If the item has already converted to Lost it will display in the patron’s Lost Items list: 

 Go to the patron’s record. 

 Click on the Lost Items tab on the left side of the screen. 

 In the Status column, click the “Make Claims Returned” button. 

 The item will remain in the patron’s Lost Items list with a Claims Returned status. 

 The Lost status field in the item record will state [Claims Returned]. 

 The Lost item entry in the patron’s Account History will waive the Lost item replacement 

charge and list a payment status of Claims Returned. 

 

Searching for the item that has been “Claims Returned” 

Searching libraries: 

 If your library is NOT the owning library and the item IS found in your library: 

o Check it in and route the item according the Check In message. 

o Waive the fines, if any, and recycle the form. 

 If your library is NOT the owning library and the item is NOT found in your library: 

o For your library enter: library code, the date searched, your initials, and that the item 

was not found. 

o Route the form to the next library in the list. 

 

Owning library: Owning libraries receive the Notice form last; they should verify that the item is still 

checked out to the patron listed on the form and search their own shelves. 

 If your library IS the owning library and the item IS found in your library: 

o Check it in and route the item according to the Check In message. 

o Waive the fines, if any, and recycle the notice form. 

o Remove any Message on the patron’s Checkout screen that pertains to the Claims 

Returned item. 

 If your library IS the owning library and the item is NOT found in your library: 
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o Follow your library’s procedures for handling the item including filing the notice form. 

 

These items may also be listed on one of your Problem Items reports, which are printed in May and 

November of each year. 

 If/when your library decides to withdraw this Claims Returned item from the system, 

remove any Message on the patron’s Checkout screen that pertains to the Claims Returned 

item. 

 

CLAIMS RETURNED ITEMS AT CHECK IN 

If an item with the status of Claims Returned is checked in, two pop-ups will appear on the Check In 

screen.  One will state “Item was marked Lost [lost], now found” and the other will state “Not checked 

out”. 

 

The system does not explain what kind of lost item was just checked in so you will have to follow the 

same steps explained above for items with a “Lost” status.  

 

Then go to the patron record/Account screen. 

 If the item was Claims Returned, the system will: 

o change the item status to Available 

o modify the message in the Fee  History screen line entry (Lost, Returned (date)) 

o and possibly charge the patron overdue fines for the actual number of days overdue or 

the Max. Accruable fines per issue (by patron/item), whichever is lower IF the item was 

checked out at a library that charges overdue fines. 

o KNOWN PROBLEM. The system does not also add a “Lost, Returned” status to the item’s 

entry in the Fee History after it is returned.  

 

REMINDER: When your library decides to remove any items with a problem status from circulation, 

remember to clear any related messages off the patron record. 

 

D. DAMAGED STATUS AND WORKFLOW 

DAMAGED – Patron and/or Staff report damage to the item. 

If an item is damaged while checked out to a patron, the owning library may want to charge that patron 

the cost of repairing or replacing it.  The amount to charge for the damage is ONLY calculated by the 

owning library.  

 

If you are uncertain about the actual status, or your library does not own the item, use the 

Damaged/Defect Reported scenarios in Part I of this Section to help you decide whether to use the 

Defect Reported or the Damaged workflow.  The follow the appropriate workflow listed in Part G “Filling 

out the Problem Item Form”. 
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E. WITHDRAWN STATUS AND WORKFLOW 

Libraries mark items Withdrawn when they are removing the item from circulation to be discarded. 

 Manual status change. Ideally, an item should only be marked Withdrawn if you have it in hand; 

change the status only after confirming the item is not currently checked out or has holds. 

 Libraries should create and follow their own internal procedures for marking items Withdrawn. 

 If a hold request for your item is on your Holds Queue report and your library makes the 

decision to mark the item Withdrawn, you MUST mark the item Trace FIRST to remove it from 

the report.  If you don’t, the hold request will remain on your Holds Queue report. 

 

F. CUSTOM STATUSES AND WORKFLOWS 

 

AV Repair  

AV Repair is used when the owning library has removed the AV item from circulation to be repaired. 

Libraries should follow their own, internal procedures for marking items AV Repair. 

Manual status change. 

 Check in the item. 

 If trapped for a hold, click Ignore. 

 Change the “Other Item Status” to AV Repair in the item record. 

 

Defect Reported 

Defect Reported is used when a Patron and/or Staff report problem with condition of the item or ability 

to use the item.  Use the Damaged/Defect Reported scenarios in Part I of this Section to determine 

whether to use the Defect Reported or Damaged workflow.  Follow the appropriate workflow listed in 

Part G of this Section, “Filling out the Problem Item Form”. 

 

Display 

Display is used when a library is using the item as part of a display in their library.  If you are planning on 

using materials owned by other libraries for your display, you must follow the Library Staff Use of Other 

Library’s Materials policy 

 

Mending  

Mending is used when the owning library has removed the item from circulation to be mended. Libraries 

should follow their own, internal procedures for marking items Mending. 

Manual status change. 

 Check in the item. 

 If trapped for a hold, click Ignore. 

 Change the “Other Item Status” to Mending in the item record. 

 

Libraries should continue to follow their own, internal procedures for marking items AV Repair or 

Mending. 

 

 

https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Library%20Staff%20Use%20of%20Other%20Library%27s%20Materials.html
https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Library%20Staff%20Use%20of%20Other%20Library%27s%20Materials.html
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Part Missing 

PART MISSING – Patron and/or Staff report that one or more parts are missing. Confirm the problem 

and follow the steps for a Parts Missing problem item in Part G, “Filling out the Problem Item form / DI 

or PM via Counter/Book drop or Transit return”. 

 

 

G. FILLING OUT THE PROBLEM ITEM FORM 

There are multiple acceptable versions of the problem item form: full sheet, half sheet, PDF fillable form 

or the Firefox extension receipt paper form.  Please fill out entire form COMPLETELY with details. 

 

DO NOT CHECK IN THE ITEM (until or unless instructed in the procedure) 

 

For ALL Problem items: 

 Fill in the "Route to" box with the 3 letter code for the owning library. 

 Fill in the "From, Date, Staff name" section for your library. 

 Under the “Route to:” box, select the Problem Item status you are reporting for this item. 

 Record the item title and barcode on the form. 

 Access the item record in Bibliovation. 

 Click on the patron barcode in the “Circ Status” field. Record the (current) Patron’s Barcode #, 

patron name and phone # in the appropriate fields on the form.  

 Record who reported the problem: Staff or Patron. 

 Select the manner in which the item was received at your library. 
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In the Problem Item procedures section, follow the workflow for the problem item status you selected 

in Step 5. [DI=Damaged Items; PM=Part Missing] 

 

DI or PM via Counter/Book drop or Transit return [DO NOT CHECK ITEM IN]: 

 Add a Damaged or Parts Missing message to the (current) patron’s Check Out screen. 

 If parts missing, contact current patron and retain item for 3 days, then proceed to step 3. 

 Route item and form to owning library for follow up, or follow local library procedures. 

 

DI or PM via Transit Hold [DO NOT CHECK ITEM IN]: 

 Go into Item record, click Edit Holds tab on left screen. 

 Change (your) patron’s Hold Priority from “In Transit” to “1”; confirm the action in the pop-up 

box, then click Update Holds button. 

 Change (item’s) Other Item Status to “Defect Reported”. 

 Route item and form to owning library for follow up, or follow local library procedures. 

 

Defect Reported: 

 After filling out the item and patron information on the Problem Item form, check the item in. 

 If a hold is activated, click the “Ignore” button on the pop-up. 

 Click on the item barcode to access the Item Detail screen. 

 Change the Other Item Status to “Defect Reported,” and click the Set Status button. 

 Route item and form to owning library or follow local library procedure. 

 

The Optional line under the Problem Item Procedures grid can be used by libraries to record information 

before assessing whether or not to replace the item. 

 

If the patron was contacted, record when and by which staff person (at which library) on the last line at 

the bottom of the form. Circle the means used to communicate with the patron. 

 

Attach the COMPLETED form to the item, including any screen prints. 

 

In the case of items returned by the patron in such condition that they may pose a health hazard:  

 

Call the owning library: 

o Verify the replacement charge for the item. 

o Ask if they want the damaged item sent with the payment or if the receiving library may 

dispose of the item. 

 Accept the payment from the patron. 

 Add a note on the damaged item form indicating that that the call took place between the 

libraries, recording the decided action and the contact names for both owning and receiving 

libraries. 
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H. FINES AND CHARGES ON LOST AND CLAIMS RETURNED ITEMS 

 

Lost items that have not been paid for that are returned/checked in using Normal Check In will credit 

the replacement price on the patron’s record and will charge the patron overdue fines according to the 

Circulation Issuing Rules of the Check Out Library.  If the rules include overdue fines, the patron is 

charged fines for the actual number of days the item was overdue OR the Max. Accruable fines per 

Issue, whichever is lower.   

 

Lost items that have been paid for (and are still on the patron’s Lost Items list) that are 

returned/checked in using Normal Check In will credit the Payment for the Lost item replacement 

charge and create a Refund on the patron’s Account screen.  The patron may also be charged overdue 

fines for the actual number of days the item was overdue OR the Max. Accruable fines per Issue, 

whichever is lower, depending on the Circulation Issuing rules of the Check Out Library. 

 

Claims Returned items that are returned/checked in using Normal Check In will charge the patron 

overdue fines according to the Circulation Issuing Rules of the Check Out Library.  If the rules include 

overdue fines, the patron is charged fines for the actual number of days the item was overdue OR the 

Max. Accruable fines per Issue, whichever is lower. 

 

If items with a Lost or Claims Returned status are checked in using the Forgive Overdue charges option, 

the patron will not be charged overdue fines, regardless of the Check Out library’s rules. 

 

See Section VII Fines and Financial Transactions of this Circulation Manual for additional information 

 

I. DEFECT REPORTED / DAMAGED SCENARIOS 

Use these examples and scenarios as a guide to help your staff choose the most accurate problem item 

status when reporting a problem. Assess the problem by asking some questions: 

 Did the patron or a staff person report the problem? 

 Was it the patron’s fault and would we typically charge for it? 

 How was item received (returned by patron, in book drop with no note, in a delivery bin)? 

 

Possible DEFECT REPORTED scenarios (not the current patron’s fault, it was like that at checkout, it is 

something we would not typically charge for). Most of the time, the patron tells us about the problem. 

Examples of DEFECT REPORTED problems: 

 Binding is loose on a book or pages are falling out. 

 Patron reports that the sound is garbled on the cassette/DVD/CD and it was like that when they 

got it. 

 Patron reports that the movie doesn’t play. 

 CD/DVD lid has a tab or hub broken and it doesn’t close well or stay closed (libraries may 

consider this normal wear and tear and therefore do not charge for this). 

 Patron reports that CD/DVD skips. 
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Possible DAMAGED scenarios (the damage happened while they had it and/or it was their fault and a 

library would typically charge for it). Sometimes the patron reports the problem.  Examples of DAMAGE 

problems: 

 Patron reports that they accidently dropped book in tub. 

 Book is found in book drop with chew marks. 

 DVD disc is found to be cracked. 

 Book binding is broken and there are tire marks across the pages of the book. 

 Book is found in return bin with stained pages. 

 The examples are not all inclusive and your library may have a local policy about what you 

assess as Defect Reported or Damaged than other libraries. 

 

J. RECORDING ITEM CONDITION ISSUES: GUIDELINES 

 

Overview of Condition Issues problem: 

1.   Libraries differ on when they determine that damage to an item is severe enough to remove 

it from circulation. 

2.   Libraries are receiving materials from other libraries to fill holds that they 1) perceive as 

damaged 2) do not want their patrons to be charged for that damage and 3) have not been 

mended or noted by the owning library. 

3.   Libraries need a standard way to acknowledge and record minor defects or damages, on 

both the physical items and/or the computer record, confirming that they are willing to continue 

to circulate an item with the minor defects or damages. 

 

Staff need to be trained and reminded to check the physical condition of items before all of the 

following actions: 

 checking out to the patrons 

 filling holds from the Holds Queue (pick list) report 

 checking items in – both at the desk and from the delivery bins 

 returning items to the shelf 

 

When the item is owned by your library and you are pulling items from the shelf to fill holds requests on 

your Holds Queue report, review the condition of the item before you send it out to fill a hold.  If an 

item needs repair, is dirty, damaged or falling apart, do not send it out to fill a hold. The items that we 

send out to patrons are a representation of a library in the hands of the patron. If there is a chance that 

a patron could be blamed or charged for damage the standard practice is for the receiving library to 

send it back. Checking condition before filling a hold saves everyone time. 

 

As a response to number 3 above, the CSS presents these guidelines as “a standard way to acknowledge 

and record minor defects or damages, on both the physical items and/or the computer record, 

confirming that they are willing to continue to circulate an item with the minor defects or damages. 
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At Check Out (item owned by your library): If you are checking out an item to a patron and you note 

that it has a defect or damage and you are willing to allow the item to continue to circulate, you should 

record that information on the physical item and, optionally, in the Public Note field of the Item record 

and/or in a Check In note. 

 

For a book: 

1. REQUIRED. Physical item: Add a message on the flyleaf (first page) in a book: “8/15/2014 Water 

damage noted. Ok to circulate. RT/LIB” 

2. OPTIONAL. Bibliovation Item record: Search the item barcode and go to the Item Detail screen. 

Is there information in the Public Note field? If no, record the damage/defect and include the 

date and your initials/lib in the Public note field. “Oil stain all over page 45. 9/9/2014. mr/FFLY”. 

THIS NOTE WILL DISPLAY IN THE PAC. 

 

Recommendations for adding a note to items with other physical formats: 

 DVDs or CDs -little label on the item (inside the case, inside the plastic sleeve, content label, on 

insert or hub) indicating the problem: cracked hub, scratches but still plays, discoloration, etc. 

 Magnetic tape items (Cassettes and VHS tapes)–little label on outside of case indicating 

defective but still plays. 

 Digital Audio Players–usually a problem with the case but put little label on outside of case 

indicating defective but still plays. 

 Kits–for books put note on flyleaf (if possible) and little label on the media item (DVD, CD or 

cassette tape). Some libraries provide contents tag and put the note there. 

 Software little label on the item (inside the case, inside the plastic sleeve, content label, on 

insert or hub) indicating the problem: cracked hub, scratches but still plays, discoloration, etc. 

 

Holds Queue report (item owned by your library):  If you are pulling an item from your shelf that has a 

defect or is damaged and you are willing to allow the item to continue to circulate, please record that 

information in the physical item and, optionally, in a Check In note for the item. For a book, 

1. REQUIRED. Physical item: Add a message on the flyleaf (first page) in a book: “8/15/2014 Water 

damage noted. Ok to circulate. RT/LIB” 

2. OPTIONAL. Bibliovation Item record: Search the item barcode and go to the Item Detail screen. 

Is there information in the Public Note field? If no, record the damage/defect and include the 

date and your initials/lib in the Public Note field. “ Oil stain all over page 45. 9/9/2014. 

mr/FFLY.” THIS NOTE WILL DISPLAY IN THE PAC. 

 

Shelving an item (item owned by your library):  If you are re-shelving item from your shelf that has a 

defect or damage and you are willing to allow the item to continue to circulate, please record that 

information in the physical item and, optionally, in a Check In note for the item. For a book, 

1. REQUIRED. Physical item: Add a message on the flyleaf (first page) in a book: “8/15/2014 Water 

damage noted. Ok to circulate. RT/LIB” 

2. OPTIONAL. Bibliovation Item record: Search the item barcode and go to the Item Detail screen. 

Is there information in the Public Note field? If no, record the damage/defect and include the 
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date and your initials/lib in the Public Note field. “Oil stain all over page 45. 9/9/2014. mr/FFLY.” 

THIS NOTE WILL DISPLAY IN THE PAC. 

 

Delivery bin (item not owned by your library): If you have received the item at your library to fill a hold 

and the item has minor physical damage or a defect, check for a note recording the damage or defect. 

 Physical item: Check the flyleaf for a record of the damage/defect. If there is none, check the 

Bibliovation Item record. 

 Bibliovation Item record: Search the item barcode and go to the Item Detail screen. Is there 

information in the Public Note field? 

 If there is no Note in the physical item and no Public Note in the Item record, you need to decide 

if you are willing to circulate the item to your patron (and take the chance they may be charged 

for the damage/defect). If you have the time, contact the owning library and ask if it is okay to 

circulate the item with the damage/defect noted AND record the damage in the front of the 

book. If you are not going to fill your patron’s hold with the item, re-queue the patron’s hold, 

follow the correct Problem Item procedure, fill out the appropriate form and send the item to 

the owning library. (It is the responsibility of the owning library to note or repair their items 

before resending the item to fill a hold.) 

 If the item is the only available copy in the system and the defect is only minor, contact the 

owning library to receive input on whether they will allow you to circulate the item to your 

patron in the current condition so that the patron does not have to wait longer than necessary. 

o Ask if you can mark the item for the library, or 

o Place an item-level hold with staff card to trap the item when it is returned, or 

o Put a post it note, with a date, in the item indicating that the item needs to go back to 

the owning library for review. 

 

Check In (item not owned by your library): If an item is returned at your library and the item has minor 

physical damage or a defect, check for a note recording the damage or defect. 

 Physical item: Check the flyleaf for a record of the damage/defect. If there is none, check the 

Bibliovation Item record. 

 Bibliovation Item record: Search the item barcode and go to the Item Detail screen. Is there 

information in the Public Note field? 

 If there is no Note in the physical item and there are no notes in the Item record, you should 

follow the correct Problem Item procedure, fill out the appropriate form and send the item to 

the owning library. (It is the responsibility of the owning library to note damage/defects and 

repair their items before resending them out to fill holds). 

 

K. HOW TO HANDLE DAMAGED ITEMS FROM OTHER LIBRARIES THAT ARRIVE 

TO FILL HOLDS 
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Policy:  HANDLING DAMAGED ITEMS FROM OTHER LIBRARIES THAT ARRIVE TO FILL HOLDS: It is the 

owning library’s responsibility to note damage on the item or repair the item before it is sent out or 

when it is returned with a Damaged form 

Procedures: 

A. When you have received a damaged item to fill a hold and there are multiple copies of the item 

in the system.  

1. Fill out the Problem Item form.  

2. Go into the item record, click on ‘Holds ’tab on the left screen.  

3. Change patron’s hold priority from In Transit to 1 and click the Update Holds button.  Click 

OK when you are asked to confirm this action. KNOWN PROBLEM: follow the steps below in 

the part labeled “How to re-queue a patron’s hold” 

4. Search for the item barcode. 

5. In the Item Detail screen, change the item’s Other item status to Defect Reported.  

6. Route item and form to the Owning library. 

 

B. When you have received a damaged item to fill a hold and it is the only copy of the item in the 

system. 

1. If the item is so damaged that it shouldn’t circulate, missing pages for example, follow the 

steps in Part A 

2. If the item is damaged and there is any previous borrower history, follow the steps in Part A 

and contact the owning library for instructions 

3. If the item is damaged, there is no previous borrower history and you still want to check it 

out to your patron because it is the only copy, contact the Owning library.   The Owning 

library may: 

a. Give you permission to note the damage on the item and circulate the item. If yes, 

put a hold on the item to capture it when returned in order to return it to the 

Owning library. 

b. Request that you return the item to them without circulating the item to your 

patron.  Follow the steps in Part A and then offer to request the item for the patron 

via OLL. 

 

How to re-queue the patron’s hold (workflow for Known Problem): 

Item has not been checked in 

1. Check the item out to an Internal patron account that you can use for this purpose, like the 

account you use to checkout Mending items. 

2. The item will be checked out to this account and the original patron’s hold will remain active 

and at the top of the holds queue. 

3. Check the item in, click Ignore if the system wants to trap it for a hold. 

4. Change the item status to Defect Reported. 

5. Fill out the problem form with detail indicating if the item is defect reported or damaged. 

6. Send the item back to the owning library with the problem Item form. 

 

Item has already been checked in, patron has Hold Waiting message on their checkout screen 
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1. Check the item out to an Internal patron account that you can use for this purpose, like the 

account you use to checkout Mending items. 

2. You will see a pop-up like the one used for Hold Pickup authorized checkout 

 
3. Click the Override block checkbox and then the ‘Override blocks and check out’ button. 

4. The item will be checked out to this account, the Holds Waiting message will be removed from 

the original patron’s Check Out screen and their hold will remain active and at the top of the 

holds queue. 

5. Check the item in, click Ignore if the system wants to trap it for a hold. 

6. Change the item status to Defect Reported.  

7. Fill out the problem form with detail indicating if the item is defect reported or damaged. 

8. Send the item back to the owning library with the problem Item form. 

 

L. PROBLEM ITEM STATUS REPORTS  

Problem Item reports allow each library to keep track of all items that have problem item statuses and 

to take appropriate action on these items, such as deleting the holdings, etc., according to local policy. 

 

Problem item reports are run different schedules, based on the items’ status.  Reports are posted on the 

SCLS ILS Support site, Reports page. See the Reports Calendar for specific dates and reports. 

 

More information about these types of report, when they are run, and the workflows for cleaning them 

up is in Section XII Circulation and Statistical reports, Part C: Problem Item reports. 

 

M. RELATED POLICIES 

Charges for Damaged, Parts Missing, Defect Reported items 

Lost items (overdue converts to Lost and/or manual status change) 

Claimed returned items 

Handling Damaged Items that arrive from other Libraries to Fill Holds 

 

https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Charges%20for%20Damaged%20Missing%20Defect%20reported%20items.html
https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Lost%20items.html
https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Claims%20Returned%20items.html
https://www.scls.info/ils/policies/circ/Handling%20damaged%20items%20recd%20for%20holds.html

